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1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit I Symbol 
1---------1-------1------------------
Unit Symbol 
Length ____ _ 
Time ______ _ 




meter ___________________ _ 
second _________________ -_ I 





foot (or mile) _________ ft. (or mi.) 
second (or hour) _______ sec. (or hr.) 
weight of one pound lb. 
PoweL __ --- P kg/m/sec_ - -- --_ - __ _ ___ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __ horsepoweL _ ______ _ __ HP. 
S d {km/hr - - ---- ------------- ---------- mi./hr ________________ M. P. H. pee ------ ---------- m/sec __ ___________________________ _ ft ./sec ____ ____________ f . p. B. 
2. GENERAL YMBOLS, ETC. 
W, Weight,=mg 
g, Standard acceleration of gravity = 9.80665 




p, Density (mass per unit volume) . 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 (kg-m-
' 
sec.2) at 15°C and 760 lnm=0.002378 (lb.-
ft.-4 sec.2) . 
Specific weight of II standard" air, l.2255 









Moment of inertia (indicate axis of the 
radius of gyration, le, by proper sub-
script) . 
Area. 





Distance from c. g. to elevator hinge. 
Coefficient of viscosity. 
3. AERODYNANUCAL SYMBOLS 
V, True air speed. 
q, Dynamio (or impact) pressure=~ p va 
L, Lift, absolute coefficient OL= :s 
D, Drag, absolute coefficient 00 = ~ 
0, Cross - wind force, a b sol ute coefficient 
o 
Ge=qS 
R, Resultant force. (Note that these coeffi-
cients are twice as large as the old co-
efficients Le, Dc.) 
iw Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 
line). 
ie, Angle of stabilizer setting with reference to 
thrust line. 
'Y, Dihedral angle. 
Vl Reynolds Number, where Z is a linear 
P -;' dimension. 
e. g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
mi./hr. normal pressure, 0° C: 255,000 
and at 15° C., 230,000 ; 
or for a model of 10 cm chord 40 m/sec, 
corresponding numbers are 299,000 
and 270,000. 
Gp • Center of pressure coefficient (ratio of 
distance of G. P. from leading edge to 
chord length). 
{J, Angle of stabilizer setting with reference 
to lower wing, = (it -iw). 
ct, Angle of attack. 
E, Angle of downwash. 
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SUMMARY 
This TepoTt pTesent the Tesults oj an investigation oj the Tolling and yawing moments due to 
ailerons oj vaTious chords and spans on two ailjoils having the (JlaTk Yand U. S. A. 27 wing sections . 
Some attention is elevated to a study oj the e..ffect oj scale on Tolling and yawing moments and to the 
effect oj slightly Tounding the wing tips. 
The Tesults apply to level flight with the wing ChOTd set at an angle oj attack oj + 4- 0 and to 
condition oj zero pitch, zeTO yaw, and zero Toll oj the aiTplane. It is planned lateT to extend the 
investigation to otheT attitudes JOT monoplane and biplane combinations. 
The work wa conducted in the l0100t wind tunnel oj the BUTeau oj tandaTds (fig. 1) on 
models oj 60-inch span and lO-inch chord. 
Flo.! 
I TRODU TIO N 
The inve tigation was undertaken for the Aeronautics Branch of the Department of Oom-
merce in cooperation with the ational Advi ory Oommittee for Aeronautic for the purpose of 
making available to the indu try data relative to the rolling and yawing moment due to con-
ventional ailerons on orne representative American wing sections. But little y tematic work 
he. been done alonD" thi line, the outstanding contributions being tho e of Archer (Reference 1) 
and Irving, Owen, and Hankins (Reference 2). 
DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS AND MODELS 
THE WIND TU EL 
The air is drawn through the la-foot wind tunnel by mean of a four-blade l4-foot tractor 
propeller driven by a 200-lIP. direct-current, motor. The lower and upper limit of the speed 
available are, re pectiv ly, 20 feet per econd and 100 feet per econd. A calibration of the 
tunnel for peed di tribution, which was made in the area subsequently occupied by the mode], 
showed the speed to be uniform within ± 1 per cent. 
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AIRFOILS 
The wing models, 60 inches span and 10 inches chord, shown in Figures 2 and 3, were con-
tructed of % -inch mahogany strips and on completion showed a maximum deviation from the 
templates of ± 0.02 inch. The metal templates were constructed accurately to the dimensions 
of the two sections as given in . A. C. A. Technical Report o. 233. It was felt that this 
deviation was permis ible in wooden models of this size. Two models of each wing were pre-
pared, in order to permit tests in biplane combination. 
Figure 3 illu trate the method adopted for obtaining a variation of aileron chord and span. 
The aileron of varying chord were built into the right portion of the wing, those of varying span 
~---------- ~ 
7. chord 0 1.25 2.5 5.0 7.5 10 15 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 100 
USA zl up'r. 1.77 3.805.076.94 8.cc 9.1910.50 11.37 II.!'J7 11.68 10.869.54 8.086.10 3.69 2.26 0.67 
into the left portion of the wing. 
Thus a study of the character-
istics of the individual ailerons 
was possible through a rather 
wide range of chord and span 
variation. 
The ailerons were so moun ted 
that their axes of rotation were 
midway between the upper and 
lower surfaces of the wing. When under test, all slots were filled with wax and smoothed. The 
. ection of the wing was constant along the span, there being no tapering or feathering. 
. .. ~ Lwr. 1. 77 0.500.360.190.100.02 0.10 0.36 0.93 1.14 0.75 ae8 0.06 0.01 a Ie 0.33 065 
et k Y Up'r. 3.6e 5.386.43 7.83 8.799.5610.6311.32 11.6811.3710.49 9. 13 7.34 5.21 e.79 1.50 0.12 
or lLw'r. 3.58 1.86 1.42 091 0.590.39 0.12 0.01 0.00 0.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.00 
FlO. 2.-Dimensions 01 wing sections. Source N. A. C. A. Technical Report No. 233 
FUSELAGE AND UNIVERSAL JOI T 
The wing were mounted on a fuselage or fairing which formed the housing for a ball-bear-
ing univer al joint from which the whole system was supported by a %-inch mast bolted and 
I 
11 
I =11~ ::,i6' ~! - 3.0' ~., --::oI--l . - - 3.5~ 
'" 
, 
~ -l k-2.S' 10 ,-1 Position of attach-ment of roll bol- Dolled line indi-cates oufline of rounded wing tips 
a once wire, 0-2 as" 
Pasilion of attach-
ment of yow balonce 
wire 
FIG. 3.-Varying aileron chord end of wing, Clark Y section, showing 
method 01 hinging ailerons. U. S. A. 27 Similarly constructed 
A, Roll momenf arm = 2.5/ fl. 
B, Yow = z.oor/. 
C, Center of rofol ian 
FlO. 4.-Arrangement of rolling and yawing moments 
guyed by stay wires to the side of the tunnel. Provision was made for setting the wings at 
various angles to the axis of the fuselage. The general arrangement of the set-up is shown in 
Figures 4, 5, and 6. 
ARRA GEMENT OF BALANCES 
Forconvenienceinobservation, the model was mounted in the tunnel with the span of the wing 
vertical, and the rolling and yawing forces were read on balances of the pendulum type (fig. 4). 
Both balances were calibrated before making the observations. A further check was made on 
the precision of the complete system by applying known moments directly to the model. 
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METHOD OF MEASUREMENT 
Simultaneous readings of the rolling and yawing moments were made at speeds of 40,58.7, 
and 80 feet per second (respectively, 27.3, 40, and 54.5 miles per hour) with the axis of the 
fuselage parallel to the wind direction and with the angle of incidence of the wing set at +4°. 
This setting corresponds to 0.55 of the maximum lift coefficient of the Olark Y wing and 0.52 of 
the maximum lift coefficient of the U. S. A. 27 wing. (Reference 3.) 
Observations were made with the ailerons set at angles of 8° to 16° to the wing chord and at 
4° intervals thereafter up to 44°. The aileron angles were set by means of metal templates, 
but because of a slight warp along the trailing edge of the aileron the precision of setting wa 
± 1°, the values given being the mean of the inclinations at the tip and root of the aileron. 
FIG. 5 FIG. 6 
Indication of unsteady flow about the ailerons wa noted early in the investigation in the 
ca e of aileron angle greater than 16°. The effect of this burbling flow was so marked on the 
rolling moment balance that con iderably heavier damping was nece sary than was used for 
the yawing moment balance. The region of greatest unsteadiness occurred in the neighbor-
hood of 24° aileron etting. The flow appeared to steady down somewhat for aileron angle 
greater than 32°. 
REDUCTION OF OBSERVATIONS 
Small rolling and yawing forces, which appeared to be due to the drag of the balance wires 
and possibly to a slight assymetry in the model, were noted at zero aileron angle in all cases. 
Oorrection was made for these forces in the reduction of observations. 
The results are expressed in the usual J . A. O. A. form of absolute coefficients given below: 1 
L N 
OL= qbS and ON= qjS 
where OL and ON are the absolute rolling and yawing moment cofficient for one aileron. 
J Note that the coefficients are based on wing dimensions which are held constant throughout the investigatiou; i. e.-
L= CLq Xa constant= Cw X20.83 
and N= CNqXa constant= CNqX 8.68 
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L and are re pectively rolling and yawing moment in pounds-feet. 
q=~pV2= 0.001l 9 V2 
b = wing span in feet. 
i = di tance from center of rotation of model to end of tail. 
( ote: This di tance wa chosen a clo ely representing the di tance from the 
center of gravity of the airplane to the leadino- edo-e of the elevator.) 
S = wing area in quare feet (chord length + pan.) 
V = wind speed in feet per second. 
p= 0.00237 slug per cubic foot at 15° C. and 760 mm pre ure. 
The reference axes are body axes and the direction arc conventional, a moment tending to 
produce clockwi e rotation as viewed from the pilot' eat being considered po itive. The values 
given in Table I- IV and those plotted in :Bigures 7-20 refer to a sino-Ie aileron on the right half 
of the wino-. 
RESULTS 
REPRESENTATIVE CU RVES 
Figures 7 and are representative of plots of the ob erved value, reduced to the coeffi-
cients OL and ON, for varying aileron angle. Since only a light cale effect was noted within 
the range of peeds employed, a faired curve was drawn through all the points, and the value 
given in Table I- VIII and sub equently plotted were read from the e cllrve 
RO NDED AND RECTA G LAR T[PS 
The models were originally made with come rs rounded to a radius equal to 15 pcr crnL of 
the wing chord . These were afterward filled in to form rectangular tip, a it eemed de irable 
to u e a standard plan form for y tematic te t . Some comparative observation were made, 
and the re ults are plotted in Figure 9. 
The effect of rounding the tips i negligible on the rolling moment coefficient with the 
aileron up, but is omewhat more pronounced in the ca e of the yawing moment coefficient. 
Both rolling and yawing moment coefficient show lio-ht increa es when the rounded aileron i 
put down . 
EFFECT OF VARYJ ' G AIl.ERON CHO RD AND SPA 
Figure 10-21 and Tables I- IV pre 'ent the major results of the investigation. The values 
of OL and ON are plotted ao-ain t aileron chord 01' aileron pan expres ed in per cent of the 
conespond ing wing dimension. The coefficients due to various difI'erential combination. ar 
obtainable by the u e of Tables I- IV, and direct combination of the value are given in Table 
V- VIII and plotted in Figures 23- 25. 
ROLLI G MOMENT COEFFI CIE TS 
Compari on of the ratio of the rolling moment coefficient for aileron in the up and down 
pO ition how that for corre ponding angle the rolling moment due to the aileron in the up 
po ition exceed that due to the down aileron by from 2 to 5 per cent, depending on the wing 
section and the chord, pan, and angle of the aileron. The larger ratio of OOLduP occur in Lhe 
L own 
case of the aileron having a chord length 35 per cent of that of the wing. The inc rea e of the 
ratio OOLduP as the aileron angle i illcrea ed is not marked in the ca e of ailerons of short chord 
L own 
length, but become greater as the chord length is increased. For example, in the case of the aile-
ron 011 the Clark Y wing who e chord length is 15 per cent of that of the wing the ratio of -0 OLd up 
L own 
i l.36 at ° and l.20 at 44°. For an aileron having the same span but with a chord length 35 
per cent of that of the wing the ratio a ad up i 1.24 at ° and 1. 5 at 44°. Lengthening the 
L own 
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FIG. 9.-C lark Y wing. Aileron span 20 inches. Aileron chord 
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FIG. 13.-Clark Y wing. Aileron span varying. Aileron chord 2.5 
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FIG . H.-Clark Y wing. Aileron span 20 inches. NIL=0.417 CNI CL 
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span of the aileron re ults in relatively mall changes in the ratio OOLd up for corre 'ponding L own 
aileron angles, Relationships of the arne order occur in the case of the U. S. A. 27 wing. 
Compari on of the curve and tables will show that the differences in the rolling moment 
produced by aileron of the same size on the two wing are not great. In general, an aileron on 
the Clark Y wing shows slightly greater rolling moment than the corre ponding aileron on the 
U. S. A. 27 wing for the same setting. 
There appears to be no systematic relationship between aileron dimension and rolling 
moment except that an increa ed rolling moment accompanies an increase in aileron span or 
chord, the angle being held constant. In orne cases an approximately linear relation hip 
between the two quantitie is indicated. 
YA WING MOME T COEFt'ICIENTS 
Coincident with the increase of the rolling moment coefficient as the aileron chord is in-
creased there is an increase in the yawing moment coefficient. In the case of the Clark Y wing 
with an aileron chord 15 per cent of the wing chord the ratio OONduP i 0.28 for an aileron angle 
N own 
of 44°. This ratio increa es to 0.62 for the aileron who e chord i 35 per cent of the wing chord. 
The ratio CONd up decreases in value a the aileron chord i increa cd, for small angle, 
N own 
and increa e a the chord is increa ed, for large angle, the minimum value occurring in the 
neighborhood of 20°, depending on the wing ection and the dimension of the aileron. 
In all cases a slightly negative yawing moment occurs in the case of both wings for aileron 
angles below 12°. The angle of zero yawing moment changes somewhat, decrea ing as the 
aileron chord i increased. The effect is more marked in the ca 0 of tho Clark Y wing, whero 
tbe angle of the aileron for zero yawing moment i 2Go when tho aileron chord length is 15 pel' 
cent of the cho1' 1 length of the wing. When the aileron chord length is increased to 35 pel' cenL 
of that of the wing, the angle of zero yawing moment is decreased to 18°. For the arne range 
of variation in aileron chord length on the U. . A. 27 wing, the anglo of the aileron for zero 
yawing moment decreases from 20° to 11°. 
Within the limit of thi investigation the aileron on both wings show an approximately 
linear relationship between yawing moment coefficient and aileron chord. Tho relationship 
between yawing moment coefficient and ailoron span is !Llso appJ'o: .... imately linear. 
UATIO OF YAWING MOMENT 
UOLLING MOMENT 
Inspection of Lhe curves 2 for ~ (figs. 14, 15,20,21) 'hows that Lhe down aileron is Lhe greater 
contributing factor to the net yawing moment. The difference i mo t marked in tho ca e of the 
lark Y wing (fig. 14), where the maximum value for ~ with tbe ailoron lip i 0.15, approxi-
mately the ame a t.he minimum value with the aileron down. 
There appears to be no ystematic variation of f with pan. The magnitude of the varia-
tions in f due to changes in span arc mall in comparison with tho e clue Lo changes in chord 
length. 
There is a more nearly linear relationship between f and aileron chord or span for boLh 
wings in the case of the up aileron. 
COMBINED COEFFIClE TS 
The values O'ivon in Tables I-IV for one aileron in corresponding up and down po itions 
have been combined in Tables V-VIII and are shown plotted in Figure 22- 25. 
, Note that ~ _ 0.417 g.: due to the differences in the factors band f in the rolling and yawing moment equations. 
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FIG. 25.-U. S. A. 27 wing. Combined rolling and yawing moment 
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FIG. 24.-U. S. A. 27 wing. Combi.ned rolling and yawing moment 
coeffi cients. NIL= 0.417 eNlcL 
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FIG. 26.-Clark Y wing. Aileron span 20 inches. Aileron chord 3.5 
inches. Scale effect 
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There is a continued increase in the value of the combined rolling moment coefficient up 
to 44° aileron and a decrease in slope of the curves in the neighborhood of 20°. 
The curves of combined yawing moment coefficients indicate a tendency toward a common 
value in the neighborhood of 44°. 
SCALE EFFECT 
Measurements were made for speeds ranging from 20 feet per second to slightly above 80 
feet per second on both airfoils and for aileron settings of ° and. 44° up and down. The values 
of rolling and yawing moment coefficients are shown plotted against Reynolds umber in Figures 
26 and 27. The scale effect is slight within the 
limits of this investigation, the maximum being 
of the order of 2 per cent. .20 
CONCLUSIONS 
The greater rolling moment IS produced .16 
by the up aileron, the magnitude of the ratio 
OOd up varying from 1.02 to 1.85, depending on 
L own .12 
the wing section and the angle and dimensions 
of the 9.ileron. 
There is a slightly negative yawing moment .08 
due to the up aileron, which may persist to angles 0 
in the neighborhood of 24° (depending on the ~ 
aileron dimensions and angle) before becoming .04 
positive. 
The rolling and yawing moment coefficients 
due to one aileron show a fairly uniform increase 
with chord or span as the aileron angle is in-
creased to 44 0. 
o 
The effect of rounding the wing corners to a -.04 
radius equal to 15 per cent of the chord length of 
I . )olllnig rn1rne~f cJefftJient! CL f--- -o- - Yawing" ,. CN 
f I ~ u v ~ ~ ;;:: 
""' '" c::> 
• i5 
'" I I Up 44· 
1..--' I---" rr -' I I I 
1-<,-- \.-A- o-""ll -<>- .,.a...o 
~o Down 44· 
, '<>" I 
o-~ - - Q ft-~ -v- - ~- o,,-'V "i.o- Up~4· 
~ Up 8· J 
~ --r-~ It-<> -0--0 <>0-0 10--0 -o(""'Dow~ e· 
J Up 8· I I 





i the wing is light in the cases of both rolling and 
yawing moments. 
The effect of scale on rolling and yawing 
moments is small between Reynolds Number of 
200,000 and 440,000. 
fow~44· 
'T 




FIG. 27.-U. S. A. 27 wing. Aileron span 20 inches. Aileron chord 
There is a region of unstable flow set up 3.5 inchos. Scale ellect 
about the ailerons when inclined at angles to the wing chord in the neighborhood of 20°. The 
effect i much more marked on the rolling moment than on the yawing moment and is usually 
more marked in the ca e of the up aileron. 
The occurrence of larger rolling moments and smaller yawing moments in the case of the 
up aileron sugge ts the possibility of control by means of large ailerons working through a 
small range of angles in the up direction. Sufficient control could doubtless be obtained, but 
whether the proposition would be practicable from a structural standpoint is open to question. 
We wish to point out in conclusion that the preceding statements apply only to level flight 
at a small angle of attack of the wing. The eifect:of increasing the angle of attack is to modify 
greatly the relations shown previously, especially in the neighborhood of the stalling angle, as 
will be shown in a subsequent report. 
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TABLE I.- CLARK Y WING ECTION-C", AND CN FOR Or E AILERON 
(Varying chord of aileron. Anglo of attack of airplane, 0°; angle of attack of wing, +4°; anglo of yaw, 0°; anglo of 1'011, 0°1 
NOTE~The values a ppl y to either right or loft a ileron; the sign refer to tho right aileron 
A ILi<:RO , SPA , 20 INCItE 
1. 5-i n ch chord 2.0-inch chord 
Aileron lip Aileron down Aileron lip Aileron down 
-- 0 -
C", CN C", CN C", CN C", CN 
--
--- I 
0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 
+ .0115 - .0020 - .0090 + .002 40 + .0150 -. 0024 - . 0120 +. 0040 
+ .0235 - .0035 - .0173 + .0057 0 +. 02 0 - .0035 - .0212 +. 0076 
+. 0305 - .0042 - .0249 + .0090 
, 
120 + .0382 -. 0040 -. 0290 +. 0125 
+. 0390 - .0040 - .0313 + .0125 160 +. 0470 - . 003 - .0370 +. 0170 
+ .046,5 - .0029 - .0370 + .0163 200 +. 0545 - .0020 - .0430 +. 0215 
+. 0465 - .0011 - .0420 + .0203 240 + .0614 +. 000 -. 0436 + . 0262 
+ .05aO + .000 - .0465 + .0243 2 0 + .067 +. 0040 -. 0479 + .0307 
+ .059.') + .0030 - .0503 +. 0285 320 + .0730 + .0070 - .0519 +. 0353 
+. 0646 + .0057 - .053 +. 032 , 360 + .0785 +. 0110 - . 0555 + .0400 
+ .069J 
I 
+ .00,5 - .0580 +. 0371 40 0 + . 030 + . 014R - . 05 9 + . 0450 
+. 0730 + .0114 - .0610 + . 0415 440 + .0876 + .0190 - .061 + . 0500 
-
--
a.O-inch chord a.,s-inch chord 
-- -
Aileron lip Aileron down Aileron LIP Aileron down 
-
-- 0 -
C", I CN C", I eN CL 1- CN CL I CN I 
-;-, 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 i 
+ .OJ85 - .0027 - . 0160 + .0038 
, 40 + .0194 - . 0025 - .01 5 +. 0043 
+ .03·'50 - .0041 - .0270 +. 0092 80 + .03 0 - . 0040 - .0306 + . 0095 
+ .0520 - .0041 - .0350 + .0165 I 120 + .0550 - . 003 - .0402 +. 0175 
+. 0670 -.002 - .0413 + .0235 160 + .0730 - .0020 - .04 1 +. 0265 
+ .000 + .0003 - .0472 + .0305 200 + .090 + .0023 -. 0530 +. 0340 
+ .0860 + .0062 - .0525 + .0372 240 + .0960 + .0078 -. 0560 +. 040 
+ .0920 + .0121 - .0570 + .043 28 0 +. 1000 +. 0139 - .0595 +. 0475 
+ .0970 I + .0182 - .0606 +.0500 32
0 + .1040 +. 0210 - . 0631 +. 0541 
+.1030 +. 0244 - .0640 + .0560 360 + .1090 +. 0273 -. 0655 + .0610 
+ .10 0 + .0304 - .0665 +.0612 40 0 +. 1180 +. 0363 - .0673 +. 06 0 
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TABLE n .-CLARK Y WING ::lECTION-CL AND CN FOR ONE AIL.I£lW 
[Varying span of aileron. Angle or attack or airplane, 0°; anglo of attack or wing, +4°; angle of yaw, 0°; angle of 1'011,0°1 
NOTE .-Thc values apply to either right 01' left aileron; the signs refer to the right aileron 
AlLERON [[ORD, 2.5 I NCITES 





+. 0080 -.0013 
+ .0153 -. 0018 
+ .0226 -. 0018 
+. 0300 -. 0012 
+ .0390 -. 0002 
+. 0410 +. 001 
+ .043.5 +. 0041 
+. 0460 +. 006R 
+. 0485 +. 0096 
+ .050 +. 0125 
+. 0530 I +. 0155 
o 
I 
Aileron clo\\,ll Aileron up 
0 
CL CN CL CN 
I 
---
0 0 0° 0 0 
-. 007 +. 0022 4° +. 0115 -. 0021 
-. 0150 +. 0054 8° +. 0230 -. 0035 
-. 0204 +. 0093 12° +. 0345 - .0033 
-. 0250 +. 0133 16° + .0450 -. 0022 
-. 0286 +. 0173 20° + .0550 0 
-. 0300 +. 0211 24° +. 0600 +. 0035 
- . 0333 +. 0250 2 ° +. 0625 +. 006 
- .0356 +. 028 32° +. 0650 +. 0104 
-.0372 +.0320 36° +. 06 0 +. 0140 
-. 03 9 +. 0356 40° +. 0710 I +. 01 I 








+ . 0675 
+. 0730 
+. 0775 
+ .0 10 
+ .0870 
+. 0925 




- . 00:30 


































+ .05 0 





-. 0110 +. 0020 . 
- . 0210 +. 0055 
-. 0300 +. 0111 
-. 0395 +. 0165 
-. 0425 +. 0212 
-. 0432 +. 0262 
-. 0461 +. 0310 
- . 0492 + .0360 
- . 0520 +. 0410 
-. 0541 I +. 0450 






















16° I 20° 
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TABLE III.-U. S. A. 27 WI NG SECTION-CL AND CN FOR ONE AILERON 
[Varying cbord of aileron. Angle of attack of airplane, 0°; angle of attack of wing, +4°; angle of yaw, 0°; angle of roll, 0°] 
NOTE.-Tbe values apply to eitber right or left aileron; tbe signs refer to tbe rigbt aileron 
AILERON SPAN, 20 INCHES 
- -- -- - ._------ --
l.5-inch chord ! 2.0-inch chord 
Aileron tip I Aileron down Aileron up Aileron down 
-I 0 CL CN CL , CN Cl , CN CL CN 





- . 0098 +. 0015 4° +. 0155 -.0015 -.0120 +.001 
+ .0230 - .0020 -.0180 +. 0032 8° +. 0285 -. 0024 - .0200 + .0044 
+ .0320 -.001 -. 0242 +. 0055 I 12° +. 0405 -.0012 -.0290 +. 0085 + .0390 - .0010 -. 0300 + . 0080 16° +. 0495 0 -. 0355 + .0125 
+. 0430 
;. 0018 1 -. 0355 1 + . 0110 20° + .0560 +. 0022 -. 0405 + .0165 +. 0460 -. 0402 +. 0142 24° + .0605 + .0050 - .0450 + .0205 
+ . 0505 + .0040 - . 0450 + . 01 0 2 ° +. 0645 + .0083 - .0500 +. 0247 
+ .0560 + .0067 - .0490 + . 0217 32° +. 0695 + .0120 -. 0542 +. 0295 
+ .0615 +. 0094 - .0530 + . 0262 36° + .0745 +. 0152 -. 0584 +. 0342 




+ . 0311 40° 
I 
+ . 0795 + .0195 -. 0614 +. 0395 
+ .0710 +. 0150 -. 0595 + . 0360 44° + .055 +. 0245 -. 0640 +. 0450 
I! 
3.0-inch chord 3.5-inch chord 
II I .- -Aileron tip Ailcron down Aileron up Aileron down 
- 0 




0 -1 0 0 0 0 0° 0 0 0 
+. 0155 -. 0020 - .0145 + .0035 4° + .0177 - .0010 - . 0159 +. 0035 
+. 0310 - .0022 -.0280 + . 0080 
:1 
° + .0353 - .0010 
-. 0290 I + .0079 
+. 0460 - .0010 - .0368 + . 0130 12° +. 0510 + .0004 -. 0405 +. 0149 
+ .0600 + . 0022 - . 043.5 + . 0185 16° + . 0655 +. 0033 - .0510 + .0222 
+. 0720 + . 0065 -.0495 + .0250 20° +. 0790 +. 0076 -. 0553 + .0298 
+ .0825 + .0120 -.0525 +. 0312 24° +. 0890 + .0130 
-. 0560 I + .0360 
+. 060 + .0175 - .0530 +. 0372 I 2 ° +. 0961 + .0195 - .0545 + .0419 +. 0904 + .0230 - .0568 + .0440 32° +. 1016 +. 0265 -. 0595
1 
+. 0476 
+ .0945 +. 02 0 - . 060 +. 0500 , 36° +. 1058 + .0335 - .0617 + .0533 
+ .0985 + .0335 
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TABLE IV.-U. S. A. 27 WING SECTION-CL AND-CN FOR 0 E AILERO 
[Varying span of aiJeron. Angle of attack of airplane, 0°; angle of attack of wing, +4°; angle of yaw, 0°; angle of roll, OOJ 
NOTE.-Tbc values apply to eitber rigbt or left aileron; tbe signs refer to tbe right aileron 
AILERON CHORD 2.5 INCHES 
-
lO-inch span 15-inch span 
Aileron up Aileron down Aileron up Aileron down 
() 
1 
CL CN CL CN -~I CN CL CN - 1-;- -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
+. 0069 - .0009 -. 0055 + .0015 4° +.0120 -. 0010 -. 0100 + .0025 
+ .0140 - .0011 - .0108 +. 0036 8° +. 0230 -. 0010 -. 0200 + .0055 
+. 0211 - .0010 - .0161 + .0065 12° +. 0330 -. 0004 -. 0268 + .0090 
+. 0290 0 - .0211 +. 0098 16° + .0426 + .0010 - .0318 +.0127 
+ .0375 + .0021 -. 0257 + .0130 20° +.0500 + .0036 - .0358 +. 0171 
+. 0397 +. 0044 -. 0295 + .0163 24° +. 0534 +. 0063 -.0390 + .021 
+ .03 5 +.0069 - .0310 + .0198 28° + .0557 +. 0095 -.0414 +. 0260 
+ .0412 +. 0098 -. 0328 +. 0232 32° + .0590 +. 0131 -. 0440 +. 0300 
+ .0450 + .0128 - .0348 +. 0270 36° +. 0630 +. 0172 - .0465 +. 0343 
+. 0490 +. 0159 -.036 + .0310 40° + .06 5 +.0219 -.0490 +. 0382 






I Aileron up Aileron down 
() 
CL CN CL CN 
0° 0 0 0 0 
4° + .0155 -.0018 
I 
-.0129 +. 0025 
8° +. 0296 -.0020 -. 0238 +.0061 
12° +. 0420 -.0010 -.0330 +. 0101 
16° + .0535 +. 0013 - .0405 + .0145 
20° +. 0630 +. 0049 -.0445 +. 0196 
24° +. 0660 +. 0085 -.046 +. 0250 
28° + .0720 +. 0124 - .0494 +.0304 
32° +. 0775 + .0170 -. 0526 +.0360 
36° +. 0830 + .0217 -.0568 +. 0412 
40° +. 0886 +. 0270 -. 0610 + .0465 
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TABLE V.- CLARK Y WING SE 'nON-COMBINED VALUE' OF CL A D CN, RIGHT AILERO 














[Varying chord of aileron. A nglc of attack of airplane, 0°; angle of attack of wing, +4°; angle of yaw, 0°; angle of roll, 0°] 
AILERO SPAN, 20 I • TIES 
lo5-inch chord I 2.0-inch chord 3.0-in ch chord 3.5-inch chord 
CL CN 1_0 I CL CN 0 CL I CN 0 CL CN 
0 0 I 0° 0 0 0° 0 0 0° 0 0 
+. 0205 - .004 4° +. 0270 - .0064. 4° +. 0345 - .0065 4° + . 0379 - . 006 
+ .0408 -. 0092 8° + .0492 - .0111 8° + .0620 - .0133 8° + .0686 - .0135 
+ .0554 - .0132 12° + .0672 - .016.5 12° + .0870 - .0206 12° + .0952 - .0213 
+ .0703 - .0165 16° + .0840 -. 0208 16°· +. \03 1 - .0263 16° + .1211 - .0285 + .0835 - .0192 20° + .097.5 -. 0235 20° + .1272 - .0302 20° + .1420 - .0317 
+. 0 5 - .0214 24° + .1050 - .0254 24° +. 138.5 -. 0310 24° +. 1520 -.0330 
+ .0995 - .0235 28° + .1157 - .0267 28° +. 1490 -. 0317 2 ° +. 1595 - . 0336 
+ .1098 -. 0255 32° + .1249 - .02 3 32° +. 1576 - .0318 32° + . 1671 - .0331 
+. 1184 - .0271 36° 
I 
+ . 1340 -. 0290 36° +. 1670 - .0316 36° + . 1745 -. 0337 




- .0302 40° +. 1745 -. 0308 40° +. 1853
1
-. 0317 
+ .1340 -. 0301 44° .1494 - .0310 44° + .1 06 - .0296 44° + . 1956 - . 028 I 
--- --
----
TABLE Vr.- CLARK Y WI JO SECTIO -CO 1BI JED VAL ES OF Cf.. AND CN, RIGHT AILERON 
P, LEFT AILERON DOWN 
0 
[Varying spa n of aileron. Angle of attack of airplane, 0°; augle of attack of wing, + 4°; angle of yaw, 0°; angle of roll, OOJ 
AILERON ellORD, 2.5 I CIlES 
--
-
lO-illch span 15-inch span 20-inch span 
Cf.. CN 0 I Cf.. CN 0 Cf.. CN I 
---
-
I 0° 0 0° I 0 0 0° 0 0 0 I 4° +. 0158 - .0035 4° + .0225 -. 0041 4° + .0275 -.0055 
8° + . 0303 - .0072 8° +. 0440 - .0090 8° I + .0530 - .0118 12° +. 0430 - .0113 12° + .0645 - .0144 12° + .0765 - .0161 16° +. 0550 -.0145 16° + .084.') - .01 7 16° + .0980 -. 0215 
20° +. 0676 - .0175 20° +. 0975 - .0212 20° + . 112.5 - .0250 
24° + .0710 - .0193 24° + .1032 -. 0227 24° 
I 
+ .1205 - . 0270 
28° + .0765 - .0209 28° + .10 6 - .0242 28° + . 1315 -. 0282 
32° + .0 16 -. 0220 32° + .1142 - . 0254 32° + .140 - . 0294 
36° +. 0857 - .0224 36° + .1200 - .0270 36° + .1502 -.0299 
40° +. 097 - .0231 40° +. 1251 - .0269 40° + . 1583 -.0306 
44° + .0930 - .0230 44° +. 1306 -. 0260 44° + .1655 -. 0310 
I 
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TABLE VII.- U. S. A. 27 ViTING SECTIO - COMBI ED VALUE OF CL AND CN, RIGHT AILERON 
UP, LEFT AILERON DOWN 
() 
[Varying chord of a ileron. Angle of attack of airplane, 0°; angle of a Ltack of wing, +4°; angle of yaw, 0°; anglo of roll, 0°] 
AILERON SPAN, 20 1 TCllES 
1.5-inch chord 2.0-inch chord 3.0-inch chord 3.5-inch chord 
CL CN () CL CN () CL CN () CL CN 
- -
0° 0 0 0° 0 0 0° 0 0 0° 0 0 
4° +.0224 - .0027 4° +.0275 - .0033 4° + .0300 - .0055 4° + .0336 -. 0045 
° +. 0410 - .0052 8° +.04 5 -.0068 8° + .0590 - .0102 8° + .0643 - . 00 9 
12° + . 0562 - .0073 12° +.0695 - .0097 12° + .02 - .0140 12° +. 0915 - .0145 
16° +. 0690 - .0090 16° +.0850 - .0125 16° + .1035 - . 0163 16° +. 1165 - .0189 
20° + .0785 - .0110 20° + .0965 - .0143 20° + . 1215 - . 01 5 20° + .1343 - .0222 
24° + .0862 - .0124 24° + . 1055 - .0155 24° + . 1350 - .0192 24° + .1450 - .0230 
28° + .0955 - .0140 28° + .1145 - . 0164 28° +. 1390 - .0197 2 ° + .1506 - . 0224 
32° +. 1050 - .0150 32° + .1237 - .0175 32° +. 1472 - .0210 32° + . 1611 -. 0211 
36° +.1145 - .0168 36° + .1329 -.0190 36° + . 1553 - .0220 36° + . 1675 -. 019 
40° +.1237 -.0191 40° + .1409 - .0200 40° + .1645 - .0223 40° + . 1776 - .0186 
44° +. 1305 - . 0210 44° +. 1495 - .0205 440 +. 1705 - . 0225 44° + .1870 - .0173 
TABLE VIII.- U. S. A. 27 WING SECTION- COMBI ED VALUES OF CL AND CN, RIGHT AILERO 




[Varying span of aileron. Angle of attack of airplane, 0°; a ngle of attack of wing, + 4°; angle of yaw, 0°; angle of roll, 0°] 
lO-inch pa n 
0 Cr, CN 
0° 0 0 
4° +.0124 -.0024 
8° +.024 - .0047 
12° +.0372 - .0076 
16° +. 0501 -.0098 
20° + .0632 - .0109 
24° +. 0692 - .0119 
2 ° + .0695 - . 0129 
32° +. 0740 - .0134 
36° + .0798 -.0142 
40° +.0858 - . 0151 
44° + .0912 - . 0159 
AILERON CnORD, 2.5 INCllES 
15-inch span 
() CL I CN 
0° 0 0 
4° +.0220 - .0035 
8° + .0430 - .0065 
12° + .059 - .0094 
16° +.0744 - .0117 
20° + .0858 - . 0135 
24° + .0924 - . 0155 
28° +. 0971 -. 0165 
32° + .1030 - .0169 




44° +. 1259 - . 0151 
ADDITIONAL COPiES 
OF 'rnIS P UBLICATION MAY BE PROCU RED FR OM 
TnE SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCU MENTS 
U .S .GOVERNMENT PRfNTIN G OFFICE 
\VA llJNGTON, D. C. 
AT 
10 CE T S PER COpy 
\l 
20-inch pan 
() CL CN 
0° 0 0 
4° + . 0284 - .0043 
8° +. 0533 - .0081 
12° + .0750 -. 0111 
16° + .0940 - .0132 
20° +. 1075 - .0]50 
24° +. 1128 - .0165 
28° + . 1214 - .01 0 
32° + . 1301 - .0190 
36° + .1398 - .0195 
40° +. 1496 - .0195 





Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Force 
(parallel Linear to axis) Sym- Designa- Svm- Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-Designation bol symbol tion bol direction tion bol nentalong Angular 
axis) 
LongitudinaL __ X X rolling _____ L Y-----+Z roll ______ <I> u p LateraL _______ Y Y pitching ____ M Z-----+X pitch _____ e v q NormaL ______ Z Z yawing _____ N X-----+ Y yaw _____ 'lr w r 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M K 
CL = qbS CM = qcS CN = qfS 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neu-
tral position), o. (Indicate surface by proper 
subscript.) 
V, Diameter. 
pe, Effective pitch 
Pu, Mean geometric pitch. 
Ps, Standard pitch. 
pv, Zero thrust. 
pa, Zero torque. 
p/V, Pitch ratio. 
V', Inflow velocity. 
V., Slip stream velocity. 




(If " coefficients" are introduced all 
units used must be consistent.) 
'I), Efficiency = T VIP. 
n, Revolutions per sec., r. p. s. 
N, Revolutions per minute., R. P. M. 
<P, Effective helix angle=tan-l(~) 27rrn 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 HP = 76.04 kg/m/sec. = 550 lb./ft./sec. 
1 kg/m/sec. =0.01315 HPo 
1 lb. = 0.4535924277 kg. 
1 kg = 2.2046224 lb. 
1 mi./hr. =0.44704 m/sec. 
1 m/sec. =2.23693 mi.jhr. 
1 mi. = 1609.35 m = 5280 ft. 
1 m=3.2808333 ft. 
